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Is the rear of your VE loose or
causing motion sickness?
VE Commodore rear cross member mount inserts
49169 - Holden Commodore VE 8/2006-on
Voiding in OE
uring our extensive R & D research and in response to feedback from
numerous customers, we have found that excessive movement of the rear
cross member in VE Commodores reduces the vehicle handling
capabilities and in many instances contributes to motion sickness for rear seat
passengers. The reason for this is simply heavily voided rear cross member to
chassis mounts. These make the car very quiet and comfortable inside the cabin,
but under normal or spirited driving conditions allow for unwanted movement,
causing the vehicle to feel less responsive.
The above problems can be addressed by installing Nolathane’s
49169 rear cross member mount inserts. These inserts fit into the
voiding of the original bush which greatly reduces the disconnection
between the rear suspension and the chassis without any detrimental
effect to comfort. These inserts are a D.I.Y. as no special tools or
equipment are required to do the job. The original bushes are retained
and neither they nor the crossmember need to be removed to install
these inserts. The inserts can be fitted in the car, so it makes for the
perfect, immediate & inexpensive upgrade with instant results.
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Part of a total handling system
Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution, Nolathane suspension
offers replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or
technical information on the VE Commodore range or any of the Nolathane
products contact the Redranger team on 1300 88 2355 or visit
www.nolathane.com.au

